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Scope
These instructions are for converting a K&K Pure Mini pickup into an Ultra Tonic Pickup, and apply to
Version 2 of the Ultra Tonic Pickup Conversion Kit, shown here. This version has a small daughter card
with a 10pin disconnect so that the pickup discs can be easily removed from the circuit board for
convenience of installation. If you have a Version 1 Ultra Tonic Pickup Conversion Kit, the disc will be
soldered directly to the main PCB without the daughter card disconnect. In that case, please refer to
Installation Instructions Version 0.6.
After installing the discs, a setup procedure must be performed to balance the level of the feedback
suppression disc with the others. This involves setting the 12 position switch to the correct position.

Important note:
It is assumed that you are happy with the string to string balance of your K&K installation. This
conversion kit will not alter that. In our experience however, using the 3 disc Pure Mini set will more
times than not result in a weak high E string. That is why we provide 4 discs with the full Ultra Tonic
Pickup. If the high E is weak, it can be remedied by adding a fourth K&K disc to the position shown in
gray in Figure 1. Note that you must use a K&K disc for this fourth position. A 12mm disc from another
Ultra Tonic set will not work properly.
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1. Install the feedback suppression element
Refer to Fig. 1 below. Your K&K Pure Mini will have 3 small (12mm) discs installed as shown below in the
three small solid black dots. As previously mentioned, to counteract a weak high E, your K&K installation
may need, or already have, a fourth small disc as shown below in gray. Whether there are 3 or 4, these
discs will be used and later connected to the Ultra Tonic circuit board. Leave them as is for now. (The
large black disc is not yet installed.)

E B G D A E

Figure 1
Location of pickups

The large feedback suppression disc should be located at the far end of the bass side of the bridge plate,
as far back as the plate will allow. With a little practice, you can do this by feel. Or use the magnet
technique. A jig probably won’t be necessary. You can experiment with the top guide magnet position
while checking the bottom location with a mirror. It can overhang the end of the plate by as much as
1/8” and still be fine.
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It is highly recommended to use gel superglue, generously applied so that the whole surface is covered.
Press firmly and hold until the glue sets up, or use the magnets to provide the clamping force.
Although not recommended, 3M 254 double sided tape or equivalent may be used. Be sure the surface
is clean and dry and smooth before pressing firmly into position. Using double sided tape may result in
suboptimal performance, but would certainly be useful for getting a good sense about how the pickup
will sound if glued.
For nylon string guitars with or without a bridge plate, mount the feedback suppression element to the
bottom of the top plate or on the bridge plate, directly underneath the far bass side of the bridge. The
location is shown here by the large grey circle.
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2. Attach the K&K elements to the Ultra Tonic circuit board







Cut the 3 (or 4) shielded cables off close to the existing K&K endpin jack, and set the jack aside.
Strip back the cable ends about 1/4”. Don’t make them longer, as you’ll want to minimize the
length of wire that is unshielded. Tin the center and the twisted shield conductors.
Remove the small daughter card by sliding the 10 pin connector apart.
Solder the center conductors to the daughter card’s top pads marked P1 through P4. It doesn’t
matter which wire goes to which pad, as P1 - P4 are all wired together on the circuit board.
Solder the shields to the bottom of the circuit board. This is a continuous ground plane.
Attach the daughter card back to the main board by mating the 10 pin connector.

3. Set the Switch – Precise Method
If you don’t want to bother with a signal generator, voltmeter, and exciter, it is possible to set the switch
by ear. In that case see the next section. There is more room for error with the ‘by ear’ method, so the
precise method is recommended.
In order to use the precise method, you will need a few things:









An AC voltmeter capable of reading single digit millivolts. A 200mV full scale works well, and
most modern meters can do this. Fluke model 101 is such a meter. You will also need a cable
adapter to go from ¼” male to two banana plugs or to test points to clip the meter leads onto.
A calibration exciter, which is a kind of speaker without a cone. Its role is to vibrate the top of
the guitar. This is available from James May Engineering.
A signal generator capable of outputting a sine wave in the 85Hz to 130Hz range. You might
want to use your smartphone as the signal generator. There are many smart phone apps that
can do this. One such free app is “PA TONE”.
Some smart phones like the Samsung Galaxy S6 (and some others) have just enough output
power to minimally drive the calibration exciter directly. If that is the case, you can avoid having
to use an external amplifier.
Otherwise, an external amplifier capable of driving an 8ohm speaker will be required. You can
use a stereo or hi-fi amp, a guitar amp, a PA amplifier, or a headphone amplifier.
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Figure 3 shows three ways that things can be hooked up to provide a suitable test system.

Exciter
Plugged into
speaker jack
instead of speaker

Exciter
Plugged into
speaker jack
instead of speaker
3.5mm Stereo Phone Plug to ¼” (6.3mm)
Stereo Phone Plug Adapter Cable
or similar

Exciter

Sennheiser 561035 6.3mm Female to
3.5mm Stereo Phone Plug Adapter Cable
or similar

Figure 3
Signal Generator Setup

The setup procedure can be done either with the guitar strung or unstrung. Both work equally well.
If you are doing it strung, you should muffle the strings to keep the open string vibrations from
interfering with the measurement. Use a piece of cloth or felt or a weighted eraser as shown.
Set the exciter on top of the guitar behind the bridge, approximately in the center. The exciter has
enough weight to properly couple to the guitar top, and has a protective gasket to keep it from sliding
and also keep it from marring the finish.
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If you are doing the procedure with the guitar unstrung, you should also set it just behind the bridge.

Find an adapter cable or use clip leads to connect a ¼” mono plug to your AC voltmeter. The use of a
shielded cable is recommended to keep from pickup us stray hum. Meter RED should connect to TIP,
meter BLACK should connect to SLEEVE (ground). Plug the ¼” plug into the output jack of the Ultra Tonic
circuit board to connect the meter.
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Set the signal generator to a sine wave output. Do not use a square wave or any other waveform type.
Set the frequency to about 85Hz, and adjust the level so the guitar top can be clearly heard. If the
exciter starts to dance and wander around, it is too loud. If the sound is buzzy with a lot of harmonic
content, then you are overdriving the amplifier with your signal generator. Back the level of the
generator down, and the amp up just far enough so that you hear a nice mellow tone coming from your
guitar top.
While observing the AC voltmeter and using your ears, slowly sweep the generator frequency up from
85Hz to about 130Hz and find the loudest tone. This hot spot will correspond to the main chamber
resonance, typically in the low G to A# range, or 98Hz to 117Hz, but it may be a bit higher. Fine tune the
signal generator back and forth to hone in on it as closely as you can. When the meter reads highest,
and it sounds loudest, then you’ve found it. A typical meter reading will be in the 30mV to 50mV range
but could be higher. If you are driving the exciter directly from a smartphone, it might be lower. Do not
perform the procedure unless you can get at least a 15mV reading at resonance. The exact voltage
reading is not critical. Leave the oscillator set at that frequency. Write down the frequency and mV
reading.
Important note: the resonance frequency and output level will be affected by the weight of the exciter
resting on the top. This will be a constant, but if you rest your hand on the top you will affect the
reading, so make sure all comparative measurements are done when you are not touching the guitar
top.
With a small tool such as a pencil, pen, or tweezer, flip switch position 12 (on the far right) to the ON
position and write down the voltage meter reading for that position, then return it to the off position.
Flip the next in line, switch 11, to the ON position, notate its meter reading, and return it to the OFF
position.
Do this procedure for each of the 12 switches, in turn from 12 to 1. You should then have a list of
figures. Cases 1 and 2 shown here are actual example readings. (Case 1 was taken with a smartphone
driving the exciter directly, so the readings are about as low as you should see.)
Case 1:
Switch position
Open (none)
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Case 2:
mV reading
22.2
18.0
16.8
15.4
14.0
12.1
10.0
7.5
4.3
2.5
3.7
7.4
11.3

Switch position
Open (none)
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
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mV reading
45.1
35.2
31.1
28.0
25.4
20.6
16.2
13.2
5.8
6.0
8.4
15.6
25.6

Here are the steps for determining the optimum switch setting:
1. Identify the lowest reading. In Case 1 it is position 4, highlighted in red. In Case 2 it is position 5. (The
lowest meter reading will typically be between 3 and 9, but rarely might be 1, 2, 10, or 11.) This low
position, shown in red, is the setting for maximum feedback suppression.
2. Next, identify the switch positions that is the closest to 30% of the open reading. 30% corresponds
to a 10.5dB reduction in feedback, and that is the suggested target. In the Case 1 example, 0.3 x 22.2
=6.66. The closest figure to 6.66 that is a higher position than the low point is position 6 with value
7.5, highlighted in blue. Position 6 is the choice setting for case 1. In Case 2, the low point is
position 5, and position 6 is the higher position that comes closest to 30% of 45.1 which is 13.5.
Position 6 is the choice setting for Case 2.
In the event that your calculation falls exactly between two positions, then you can use either one. The
higher of the two is suggested.
In the event that the lowest position is also the position that is closest to 30% of the open reading, then
you will need to make the judgement by ear. It may be that the lowest position sounds best to you, but
it could be that one or two positions higher will sound better and still have plenty of feedback immunity.

4. Set the Switch – By Ear Method
If the guitar is unstrung, restring it and bring it up to pitch. Let the circuit board hang out of the sound
hole and plug it into an amplifier.
Play the guitar and make a mental note of the bass response, tap the top. Then in turn, starting with
switch 12 set to on, play and listen again, then set the switch back to off. Next set switch 11 to on, play
and listen, then set it back to off. For each successively higher switch number, you should be hearing
less bass. At some point though, you will start hearing more bass. The switch position with the least
bass is the setting for maximum feedback suppression. This position will typically be between 3 and 9,
but rarely might be 1, 2, 10, or 11. It is quite possible that two positions will be about the same. In that
case, the higher of the two should be considered the setting for maximum feedback suppression.
The next higher switch position, or possibly the one after that, will be the choice setting. This is up to
you to decide as you fine tune the sound to your liking in the next section.
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5. Compare the sound with and without feedback suppression, and fine
tune to taste.
If the guitar is unstrung, restring it and bring it up to pitch.
While playing the guitar plugged into an amplifier, listen to the difference in sound between the
following 3 scenarios:
1. Feedback suppression off - all switches are off
With this setting, the pickup will sound very much like the K&K Pure Mini pickup you started
with. (Exactly like it if you didn’t add the extra disc for the high E.) It will have a loads of bass and
probably be somewhat muddy in the low end, and a bit dull in the highs. Try tapping on the top
and turn up the amp to get a sense of how easily the guitar feeds back.
2. Feedback suppression is on - switch is set to for maximum suppression
With this setting, the pickup should sound much clearer. The low end mud should all be gone,
and the top end should sound a little brighter. Check the feedback sensitivity. Typically, it will be
greatly improved so that feedback will not occur, even at quite loud playing levels. The top will
be much less responsive, but should still be usable for tapping effects. However, the sound may
be a little too dry and tight, and the bass a bit too thin.
3. Feedback suppression, but with more bass – switch is set to the choice position
With this setting, the pickup will have a more lively bass response, and yet not be boomy or
muddy at all. Most people prefer this position, and find that there is still plenty of feedback
immunity. It will have slightly more top responsiveness as well.
A higher switch position number than the choice setting (blue) will give progressively more bass and
more top responsiveness, with progressively less feedback immunity. It won’t take anything away from
the direct string sound. A lower switch position than the max suppression setting (red) will usually have
progressively more feedback, and less direct string sound. These positions usually don’t sound nearly as
good and are not recommended.

6. Wrap it up
If a normal installation is desired, then leave the jumper in position 1, the default. Jumper positions 2
and 3 are available for unusual situations as described here:






Jumper position 1 (standard installation): The pickup always operates in feedback suppression
mode. The signal appears on TIP and GROUND. This is the recommended installation for use
with standard mono guitar cables.
Jumper position 2 (separate outputs): The feedback suppression signal is brought out of the
guitar separately on the RING pin. The main pickup is wired to TIP. This way, they can be
combined with an external switch or plug option. A TRS plug with TIP and RING tied together will
implement the feedback cancellation and give the Ultra Tonic Pickup sound. A standard mono
plug will give not have the feedback suppression engaged. Not recommended, but provided for
the sake of adventurers.
Jumper position 3 (switch option): The feedback suppression pickup signal is brought out to the
solder pad labeled SW (for SWITCH). An optional onboard switch may then be connected
between that pad and the pad labeled T (for TIP). This way, the feedback suppression can be
switched on and off. Wire up the switch using 2 conductor shielded cable, with the shield
soldered to the bottom plane of the circuit board. You can cut the shield at the switch end.
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Mount the switch next to the sound hole, with enough overhang to enable access. A dab of hot
melt glue works quite well for this purpose. A suitable switch for this purpose is Nidec Copal
Electronics MFS101D-6-Z (Digikey 563-1555-ND ). For further guidance, consult with James May
Engineering.
If by chance you have a second passive pickup system in your guitar, you can wire it to RING by using the
pad marked R, and tying the cable shield to the ground plane on the rear of the circuit board. This is
compatible with standard jumper position 1, since RING connection is not used by the Ultra Tonic.
Jumper position 3 will also work, since it does not use the RING connection either.
If you have a second active pickup system in your guitar, it cannot easily fully coexist with the Ultra
Tonic. These active systems invariably use the RING connection for establishing power-on by shorting
RING to ground by the insertion of a standard mono cable. The output signal appears on TIP. It is
possible to still wire the onboard active system’s RING to the pad marked R, and ground to the ground
plane on the back of the board. In the case of an active system with an onboard tuner that required the
plug to be inserted for powering on, this would allow the tuner to work, even though the active pickup
signal itself would not be brought out. Note that some active systems with onboard tuners do not
require the RING connection power-on in order to use the tuner. They are engaged by a dedicated user
switch.
Finally, mount the balancing circuit with endpin jack in the end block of the guitar, in the usual way. It’s
important to keep the wires from contacting the top or back of the guitar during normal playing and
moving. Use a tie-down, or a tie-wrap, or some self-fusing silicone rubber tape to hold the wires
together midway, and then twist the assembly to shorten the span so that they hover inside without
touching anything.

Enjoy your new pickup!
For additional support contact James May Engineering
james@jamesmayengineering.com
530-362-8891
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